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D AV Pt.SR PUBLIC SCHOOL,BHANJANAGAR 
ANNUAL REPORT  

 
 

“And even though it’s hard  
And I may struggle through it all 

You may see me struggle....... 
But you will never see me fall”     J. Alcantara 

Good evening to all dignitaries present in this dazzling and delightful December 

night.  It is very delightful to view that this campus is adorned with the luminaries, 

and dignitaries whose elite presence is going to motivate and moralise the 

ignited minds. It gives me immense pleasure to welcome the chief guest of the 

day 

 Sri Jyoti Sankar Ray, Subcollector Bhanjanagar   to this Gala evening.  

Welcome sir 

I extend a warm welcome to Sri sunendu Ray , RTO Bhanjanagar  amidst us. 

I extend a warm welcome to the two fatherly figures that is my father Sri        

Niranjan Panigrahy who has made be able to stand here & the other who 

teaches me holding hands lessons of wisdom to stand as Principal of this 

almamater. 

I also extend a warm welcome to the treasure of all solutions Sri Trailokya Panda 

sir who is all the time there for all support of all kinds. 

I also extend a red carpet welcome to the invited members of the School 

Managing Committee & Parents Teachers Co-ordination Committee, Family 

members of my colleagues and Parents of my beloved children and other special 

invitees Media Maestro ‘s and my bubbling faces ‘My loving children” to this 

Annual  Parents Meet “ AAKARSHANA” 

DAV ..the name which you all have adorned through the years with your love 

affection, and dedication and diligence is at this standard that it has become a 

brand acknowledged as the quality, in the arena of education. DAV which has 

reserved it’s culture of sacrifice and selfless service if mankind following the rich 

ideology of Dayanand Saraswati since it’s inception is able to fulfil it’s mission.     
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My dear parents and children it’s your love, good wishes, sincerity and hard work 

that this school has reached to its 8thyear of existence. During this journey, even 

though, we have achieved  and covered the mIle stones but still we have to 

cover a long distance which I look them through the eyes of my children. And, I 

believe that the flowers in the garden always create a ripple of happiness and so 

like the school has been enjoying the privilege of dedicated staff members, 

diligent students, devoted parents and due blessings of the almighty. 

I would like to open the trousseau before you all which has all kinds of 

achievement recorded for your appraisal.We have tried to change the orthodox 

meaning of Education from teaching and learning to “skilled and social”, which 

goes with “academics and adventure”. I deem it’s vital to enforce this approach of 

school for the holistic development of children. My Team DAV not only motivates 

the child towards Academics but alsotoother adventures.  

Following the Universal Declaration of Human Rights(article 26 paragraph 2) 

 "Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality 

and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and human freedoms". 

Today there is urgent need for positive social change and we need to create a 

better world. Many of our social and political problems originate when human 

development is       inhibited with the resulting lack of intelligence as 'creative 

intelligence'. Personal inner conflicts and fears result in irrational thought which 

translates in to in adaptive and destructive behaviour. Resolution of our human 

problems depends on freedom from inner conflicts and fears - 'inner freedom' - 

and subsequent openness of mind and cultivation of intelligence. Consequently 

the intelligent resolution of our human problems depends on our ability to set 

ourselves free and open our minds. This depends on education which opens the 

mind and cultivates human intelligence. We must stop conditioning children for 

imperfection  We must stop trying to educate them to be what we would like them 

to be.Here  I would like to give voice to the hearts of my children, in Word  of   

Charles Dickens (Great Expectations) 

http://www.udhr.org/UDHR/default.htm
http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/239579.Charles_Dickens
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/2612809
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“I must be taken as I have been made. The success is not mine, the failure is not 

mine, but the two together make me.” 

 We must trust them to trust themselves. We must trust them to trust their own 

needs to develop their human personality and potential. We must provide the 

right conditions and allow them to grow up to be who they really are - spiritual 

beingswith the natural right to become integrated ,intelligent, ethical and 

therefore mature, responsible and civilized adults able to cooperate peacefully 

and effectively in their efforts to resolve their human problems. In effect, we must 

provide universal education for complete human development or 'holistic 

education'. 

 
Before, I take you to the pasture ofachievements of my beloved children. Iwould 
like to convey that 
 
“Though there is Gold up in the mountains 

Lonely pearls deep in the sea, 
Those treasures do not mean as 

much as my beloved students mean to me.” 
 

If today I am here before you all it is all because of my Children’s craze for the 

school and carving for knowledge and TEAM DAV has just guided the path.Here, 

I begin the account of achievements from the altar of academics.  

 

We are very happy for being CBSE AFFILIATED for secondary school .We 

would like to express our sincere thanks to all our parents and well wishers for 

their constant support for our endeavours to ensure quality education for our 

students. We believe that excellence in academics is the hall mark of our school.  

 

Academics is the core focus of our school. All the possible efforts have been 

taken we will continue to take to ensure academic excellence in our school. 
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 In the session i.e. 2018-2019, the FIRST BATCH of the school achieved an 

average of 74.2% with 96.6 %  highest percentage by Arnab Mohanty and 

this glory was led by SwayamshuTripathy by achieving 96.2% in the year 

2019- 2020 followed by Biswaranjan Sahu with 96.% in the pandemic. In 

the year 2022 we reached to the pinnacle of 98.6% secured by Sagoon 

Supriya Padhy in AISSE X BOARD with class average 83.6%. 

 

 This year the School QPI is higher than DAV Berhampur. And to add the 

school is in OUTSTANDING CATEOGORY as per DAVCAE standards. We 

rank 13 out of 52 DAV schools of Odisha. 

 

In Olympiads organised by different Organisations our students have fared well.  

In meadow of literary activities  

Essay writing competition conducted by Local Daily SAMBAD our many students 

brought laurels to our school. 

Apart from this a number of activities are conducted round the year by different 

clubs and departments of the school. Eachof these activities has a social cause 

and noble purpose. This is to develop our children as per the need of the 

tomorrow. These sorts of activities would inculcate values like Patriotism, 

fraternity, integrity and foremost Discipline. In order to drive the young minds to a 

new horizon the students of class VIII and IX are enrolled in Bharat scouts, 

Guide. 

To go with Co scholastic achievements 

1. In different Inter School competition organized by NAC BHANJANAGAR 

Ayushman sahu class IV -      1st          Drawing competition 

Song competition - Asmit Akshya Mohanty ( ix)-    3rd 

Group dance competition -    3rd  
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2. 66th Anniversary week of LIC BHANJANAGAR 

Arpit Kumar Rout ( X) -1st(Debate competition) 

 

3. Tykondo-Gold medal winner -Rahini Panda-STD-3 

 

4. 75th Azadi ka mahotsav by Postal department - Stamp designing 

competition  

Yanushree Dash & Sthitirani swain -1st (9th) 

Anuska Tripathi -2nd(9th) 

Anwesha Swain & Araba Pradhan  -3rd(9th) 

5.  In South Odisha Sahodaya Debate Competition 1st Prize was bagged by 

Shiroda Pattanaik followed by runners up Anwesha Patro of class IX. 

 

Apart from this the School organised “Investiture Ceremony” where the 

students were entrusted with the responsibilities of their houses concerned in 

order to have Leadership and skills of local Governance.  

The 8th Foundation Day was observed on 7th JULY 2022 with great pomp and 

show. As it was a week of VANA MAHOTSAVA the school conducted various 

cultural programs highlighting the vitality of vegetation. 

As conveyed I equally value the adventure and academic. Sports are the only 

nectar that can refresh the minds of children and could be taken as a career 

option by them in the days to come. 

Apart from CBSE curriculum school has always motivated its stake holders to 

participate in all programmes and competitions with full vigour. CBSE ,in order to 

pay its tribute to the worthy sons of mother India including freedom fighters 

,social reformers , scientists and eminent personalities, like Mahatma Gandhi, 

Shri Jaya Prakash Narayan, Dr. A.P.J Abdul Kalam, Maulana Abdul Kalam Azad, 

& Pandit Madan Mohan Malviya, organised online Essay, drawing & Poem 

writing Competitions under Title” HAR GHAR TIRANGA” in which our students 

participated with full enthusiasm.  

A RANGOLI COMPETITION was organised in the school on the occasion of 

Diwali & Republic Day among Students & Mother’s respectively. 
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Observations 

In order to spread awareness we observed the important days with skit, 

drama, role play, etc. and also observe the birth anniversaries of the noble 

souls of India to keep abreast our children with the glorious past. 

Some of them are Vanmahotsav, World Literacy Day, World Environment 

Day, Anti-Corruption Day, Vigilance Awareness Week, World AIDS Day, 

World Population Day, Human Rights Day, and many more. Different literary 

activities were organised on these days among different groups of Children to 

inculcate spirit of participation in them. 

Homage is paid to brave soldiers who sacrificed their lives of the sake of the 

country on “Vijay Diwas”. 

Students also celebrated the ‘Constitution Day’ on 26 Nov by taking Pledge 

and reciting the Preamble. 

In addition to this, we observe all National observation days such as 

Independence Day, Republic Day, Teachers’ Day, Gandhi Jayanti, Children’s 

Day, etc. 

We also observed UtkalDiwas, UtkalmaniJayanti, MadhubabuJayanti and 

FakirmohanJayanti exhibiting our pride as the people of Odisha. 

Mahatma Hansraj Day was observed by the students and staff where all 

participated in a Havan. 

During National Book Week, Department of English & School Library jointly 

organised a literary competitions. 

 Hindi Pakhwada was observed by the Department of Hindi where Children 

were motivated to recite their self composed Hindi poems in the assembly. 

Rashtriya Ekta Diwas was observed by children of this School with a Oath of 

Unity.  
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Apart from the guidelines of CBSE, we have tried our best in making our 

teachers adept to the rising needs of the students. Teachers Students and 

Parents are the three sides of the Educational triangle and the balance among 

the three can only provide an equilateral triangular i.e all around progress of the 

child. 

Teachers who are all time collecting the scholastic and co-scholastic 

achievements, too, have to grow themselves to match the intelligence and charm 

in the valley of Education. For so ,teachers were subjected to 05 Days  Capacity 

Building Programme, in two phases organised by DAV RTC under banner 

“Performance Enhancement Programmes “ organised by Regional Directorate 

Odisha Zone 1 during vacations so that the Teachers could groom themselves 

before the beginning of the new season in the valley.  

Philanthropic Activities 

The school made all necessary arrangements to Screen Prime Ministers 

“Pariksha pe charcha”before Children and Staff respectively.  

Going by the directives of the CBSE School also organised “Mass Yoga”taking 

all children to its fold  on INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY. 

I would like to conclude this report by extending our sincere thanks and heartfelt 

gratitude to all concern directly or indirectly involved without whose help we 

would not have been in a position to maintain high standard of Education to 

produce a confident and capable batch of student each year. 

Team DAV takes this opportunity to commit itself to do its best to serve this state, 

and Nation in large, through quality education.  

We seek the blessing from the almighty to help and guide us in future in the right 

direction. 

I close with greetings for Charismatic Christmas and Happy New Year 2023. 

VANDE UTKAL JANANI       JAY HIND  


